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MOBILAIS SKAPIS PORTATĪVO DATORU LĀDĒŠANAI WNL 210
(Code: WNL 0614051003)

Cena: 1,482.67 EUR

Preces apraksts
Size: 125,50,920

Trolley for laptops with function of battery charging is used to storage and easy transport of laptops.
It is ideal for schools, colleges, libraries, conference halls, or anywhere where there is a need for
secure storage and simultaneous laptops charging. Trolley WNL is particulary useful in a classroom,
where students need to charge laptops and store them safely. Thanks to the mobile trolley WNL can
be easily and safely moved with laptops from one class to another. WNL trolley is used to store,
secure and charge simultaneously from 10 to 30 laptops. For the overload protection the sequencer
is used, which enables to turn on the particular power strips after the specified time (~3 minutes)
which results in a low maintenance of electrical load of the trolley during the charging process. A
light-emitting diode is signalling the work of power strips of the laptop trolley. The door of the
trolley are protected against unauthorized access by a key lock with locking in two points. Trolley
Laptop WNL was awarded the European Medal. Work safety A sequencer and 2 fuses against
overloading protect against overload lines. Mobility - easy moving thanks to swivel wheels diameter
of 100mm covered in gum of nonmarking surface (2 of them with brakes). Ergonomics - handles
mounted on both sides and top make it easy to use. Security - doors of the trolley are secured with a
key lock in blocking. The trolley top is covered with melamine as a workspace. The frame has holes
allowing for air circulation. Maximum laptop size: 90 x 340 x 470mm (17 inch). The trolley frame is
made of metal sheet painted polysterepoxy. Trolley has a Certificate of Compliance to European
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Directive 2001/95 concerning product safety. Assembly not necessary. Delivery costs are not
included, but this can be agreed separately.
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